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Agenda
Brief intro

● Navigating academia in an English speaking world

● Multimodal writing

● Translingualism in publication

● Multimodal publication



My background

1. Grew up and studied in Mexico all 
through my BA

2. Started writing academically till 
my MA years

3. Advocated use of L1 in all stages of 
L2 writing (and vice-versa)

4. Integrated multimodal, 
translingual writing in my 
academic work and publications

5. Publish using the languages I 
know in multimodal digital forms

TRANSNATIONAL MULTILINGUAL WRITER



85%
MANY ARTICLES

I used Spanish in a title; 
provided raw data without 

alterations with translations, 
and offered an abstract in 

Spanish too. 

100%
EARLY ARTICLES

The publication was entirely 
in English even though the 
topics came from multiple 
cultures, languages, and 

modes. 

<60% 
RECENT ARTICLES

The inception, the data 
collection, planning, data 

analysis, and some writing is 
in Spanish and comes from 

multimodal sources

60%
MOST ARTICLES NOW

Apart from what I did for 
Article 2, I also added 

photos, diagrams, tables, 
and other media to convey 

my points. 

100%
REALIZATION

Actually, I came to the 
realization that all of my 

work has always been 
translingual and multimodal, 

but with a mostly English 
output. 

1. Navigating Academia in English
PUBLISHING TIMELINE AND CHARACTERISTICS 



Linguistic
Includes oral, written, and sign language

Visual
Includes images, graphs, symbols, icons 
static or moving

Aural
Includes sounds, music

Gestural
Movement, expression, body language

Spatial
Position, physical arrangement, 
proximity

2. What is multimodality?

ACCORDING TO THE UCL:

It is “an inter-disciplinary approach 
that understands communication and 
representation to be more than about 
language… [and] addresses 
much-debated questions about 
changes in society, in relation to new 
media and technologies.”

cf. Wikepedia, (2023)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multimodality


A TALE OF TWO ARTICLES
From linear and mostly English only writing to multimodal and 

translingual writing

CHRONOTOPES



RQ: DATA

How do individuals in a 
social network construct 

transnational social 
spaces through digital 

media?

both
FACEBOOK

Interviews

Article #1
CREATING A UNIQUE TRANSNATIONAL SPACE click to access

https://doi.org/10.1177/0741088317693996
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Main findings
● Participants can make imagined times and spaces via chronotopes
● Picture → memory → imagine they are experiencing the events in the picture 

at the same time they are interacting
● Shared (virtual) reality is chronotopic
● The language employed to create such a reality is digital and deterritorialized
● Motivation: In-group bonding, virtual enactment of social practices and identity 

maintenance



Results
● Agentive use of a transidiomatic practices (i.e., deterritorialized discourse) on 

Facebook allows participants to 
○ create cultural chronotopes (Agha, 2007)
○ make cultural transactions between people separated by time and geography often due to 

economic reasons 
○ maintain their transnationalism by fulfilling societal roles 
○ Create a sense of social and synchronic proximity and keep the context of activities 

relevant to people in the other country

● Facebook is a unique transnational space where participants challenge the 
economic, political, time, and physical barriers through multimodal 
transidiomatic practices



RQ: PRIMARY LABEL 4

100% 
TWITTER

Multimodal Posts

Article #2
#XVdeRubi      click to access

How can a 
transnational social 
space be created 

online by 
individuals of a 
shared culture?

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.lingua.2019.05.002




Timeline 2016

27 dic

XV Años celebration

18,000 attendees 

16 dic

Private sponsors | 
political sponsors etc. 
Change of location  to 
accommodate 16,000

9 dic

Location announced

Over 900,000 rsvp

4 dic

Public invitation was sent 
out via Facebook on Nov. 

30.  Event uninvited



Theoretical Framework
Deterritorialization (Deleuze & Guattari, 1983)
Deterritorialized Discourse - Transidiomatic  practices 
(Jacquement, 2005)

Chronotopes (Bakhtin, 1981) 

Aaltonen & Holmström, 2010

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0040162510001526#!


Case Study

Protocol

● MC, court, guests
● Religious ceremony
● Compadrazgo
● Dress/Attire
● Last doll/first high 

heels
● Waltz
● Toast



Example
Of a chronotopic conversation



Case Study

Protocol

● MC, court, guests
● Religious ceremony
● Compadrazgo
● Dress/Attire
● Last doll/first high 

heels
● Waltz
● Toast



Case Study

Protocol

● MC, court, guests
● Religious ceremony
● Compadrazgo

○ Food, recuerdos
● Dress/Attire
● Last doll/first high 

heels
● Waltz
● Food
● Toast



https://www.facebook.com/Memes-de-los-xv-a%C3%B1os-de-Rubi-1107387412707555/


Who attended?

Who planned for the party?

Who  participated?



Research says What people do What I do Where we are going

3. Translingualism in publication
CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES



● Writing is inherently multimodal.
● Technology makes it possible to 

add other modes of “writing” and 
communication. 

● Hyperlinks have changed that 
reading is done. 

● Lingua Franca
● Makes research/info accessible

“Natural”
See Canagarajah articles (2013, 2020, 
2021)

Epistemic 
ethnocentrism
See Habibie articles (2020, 2021, 2022)

Social justice issue
See Cushman (2016), Shapiro (2022)

Access
See recent articles in the journals of ESP, 
JSLW, and World Englishes

Research & What 
people are doing now
PROS AND CONS



From invention to publication, 
multimodality and translingualism is at 
core. 

Titles
Including headings

Part of the title/headings can be in any language

Examples
From data itself

Present raw data and if possible do not translate all 
of it

Abstracts
Written in article and video

Add an abstract written in your language (not 
necessarily a translation of the English one)

SMS dissemination
Post in a different language

Summarize your research, tweet it, make stories all 
in your language

What I do

NOT CONFORMING
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Video in Spanish 
https://youtu.be/jmsIvFcFfHg 
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https://youtu.be/jmsIvFcFfHg


Where are we going?

cf. Christiansen & Tian (forthcoming)

DIVERSITY IS HERE TO STAY



 “It’s not simply about saying ‘I’m sad’.”
 

“It’s about sharing on a pool of cultural 
references to communicate.” 

Many which are multimodal



Thank you!

● sidury.christiansen@utsa.edu
● Visit my Google Scholar Profile
● Sign up for an appointment with 

la DraC

ANY QUESTIONS OR COMMENTS?
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